Model building of DNA/RNA triple helix containing L-deoxyadenosine.
A three-dimensional model of DNA/RNA triple helix that contains a poly(L-deoxyadenosine) (L-dA) chain is proposed based on computer-assisted model building and energy calculations. The model building was performed by a new method that systematically searches possible conformations of nucleotide units in the helical chains. Two possible orientations of sugar-phosphate chains, in which two homopyrimidine strands are parallel or antiparallel with each other, were considered in the systematic search. Several possible base-pairing models, in which there are one Watson-Crick base pair and one other base pair, were also considered. Many possible models selected by the systematic search were further refined through molecular mechanics calculation incorporating a helical boundary condition. The preferred model, which was selected on the basis of potential energy, was the one with Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen base pairs and with its two polypyrimidine chains in the antiparallel orientation. The model can explain the experimental observation that poly(L-dA) forms a stable triple helix with poly(uridylic acid) (U) but not with poly(deoxythymidylic acid) (dT).